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Book 2 in THE WILDFLOWER B&B Trilogy

WHITE SALMON, Wash., JULY 16, 2015 — Island Dreams (August 2015)
whisks readers to paradise in the second installment of the sweet
romance trilogy, WILDFLOWER B&B ROMANCE. Island Dreams wraps
fans old and new alike in the meeting of Chase Grayson and Piper Hunt.
Aimed at anyone with a desire to spend a few hours relaxing in the Pacific
Northwest, Island Dreams offers readers a cozy prescription for romance.

In Island Dreams, Piper Hunt arrives on Wildflower Island with a
mission‐‐to prove her worth to her father by turning their old family
property into an upper class resort. Chase Grayson likesWildflower Island
just the way it is: quiet, peaceful and largely unknown by the heavy
tourist trade.When Piper declares her intentions to turn her property into
a resort, Chase opposes the development. But through the conflict, the
two begin to feel a kindling attraction toward the other.Will Piper be able
to choose between her struggle for her father’s acceptance and her
growing affection for Chase? Will Chase be able to decide between

salvaging what he’s always known and what he suddenly desires?

“ ‘Island Dreams’ is a lovely story‐‐perfect for summer reading! If you’re a fan of sweet romance you’ll enjoy
Johnson’s latest entry in the ‘TheWildflower B&B’ series.”

‐‐ Kathleen Fuller, multi‐published author ofTHEMIDDLEFIELD FAMILY novels

Bursting with warmth, Island Dreams offers adult readers a place to relax, put their feet up, and take in a
lungful of fresh air‐‐all without the cost of a travel ticket!

Kimberly Rose Johnson lives in Salem, Oregon and writes sweet inspirational romance. She married her
college sweetheart 25 years ago. Her hobbies include reading, watching chick flicks, playing the piano,
long walks with her hubby and their yellow lab, drinking coffee and eating dark chocolate. Kimberly
holds a degree in Behavioral Science and is a member ofACFW.

Johnson is located online at: www.kimberlyrosejohnson.com.

Mountain Brook Ink is a small press based out ofWhite Salmon,Washington owned bymulti‐published
and ECPA best‐selling author, Miralee Ferrell. To find out more about Mountain Brook Ink’s publications
go to: www.mountainbrookink.com
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